The ClaudicatioNet concept: design of a national integrated care network providing active and healthy aging for patients with intermittent claudication
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Introduction: Intermittent claudication (IC) is a manifestation of peripheral arterial occlusive disease (PAOD). Besides cardiovascular risk management, supervised exercise therapy (SET) should be offered to all patients with IC. Outdated guidelines, an insufficient number of specialized physiotherapists (PTs), lack of awareness of the importance of SET by referring physicians, and misguided financial incentives all seriously impede the availability of a structured SET program in The Netherlands.

Description of care practice: By initiating regional care networks, ClaudicatioNet aims to improve the quality of care for patients with IC. Based on the chronic care model as a conceptual framework, these networks should enhance the access, continuity, and (cost) efficiency of the health care system. With the aid of a national database, health care professionals will be able to benchmark patient results while ClaudicatioNet will be able to monitor quality of care by way of functional and patient reported outcome measures.

Discussion: The success of ClaudicatioNet is dependent on several factors. Vascular surgeons, general practitioners and coordinating central caregivers will need to team up and work in close collaboration with specialized PTs. A substantial task in the upcoming years will be to monitor the quality, volume, and distribution of ClaudicatioNet PTs. Finally, misguided financial incentives within the Dutch health care system need to be tackled.

Conclusion: With ClaudicatioNet, integrated care pathways are likely to improve in the upcoming years. This should result in the achievement of optimal quality of care for all patients with IC.
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Introduction

Peripheral arterial occlusive disease (PAOD) is an expression of systemic atherosclerosis. Plaque formation causes progressive narrowing and hardening of the arteries in the legs. The manifestation of PAOD is variable, with some patients being asymptomatic and others developing tissue loss that ultimately necessitates amputation of the affected limb.¹ The prevalence of PAOD is estimated to be 1.6% to 4.5% in the general population and as high as 19.1% in the Dutch population aged 55 years and older.²-⁶

Intermittent claudication (IC), the mildest symptomatic manifestation of PAOD, is defined as pain in the muscles of the leg during exercise that is relieved by a short
period of rest. It is reported in 4.5% to 32.5% of all patients with PAOD. A 5-year mortality rate of 19.2% is described for IC, of which 70% is due to cardiovascular causes. Nonfatal cardiovascular events (eg, myocardial infarction, stroke) are found in 29% of patients with IC within 5 years of follow-up. The prevalence of cerebrovascular disease in patients with IC is about 25%–50%.

Numerous consensus documents, including the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association and the Trans-Atlantic Inter-Society Consensus on Management of Peripheral Arterial Disease guidelines on PAOD, provide recommendations for diagnosis and management of patients with PAOD. These guidelines identify patients with IC as a high-risk population who require intensive risk factor modification. Blood pressure levels, glucose, and cholesterol metabolism should all be optimized. Attention should be paid to smoking cessation since smoking is considered the most important modifiable vascular risk factor. Antiplatelet therapy and the use of a statin is indicated for all IC patients to reduce the risk of cardiovascular events.

The primary symptomatic treatment for IC is exercise therapy, which was first suggested by Erb in 1898. In a Cochrane review of systematic reviews, Watson et al described an overall improvement in maximal walking time with a mean difference of 5.12 minutes (95% confidence interval 4.51–5.72) in favor of exercise therapy compared with usual care or placebo. Exercise therapy consisted of all sorts of exercise prescriptions, including walking advice and unsupervised exercise regimes. Further benefit of exercise therapy was seen in the reduction of cardiovascular risk factors including hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus. Given its clear benefits, the importance of exercise therapy is highlighted in contemporary international guidelines.

In daily practice, lack of specific individual guidance and the absence of uniform supervision appear to be important barriers to the initiation and continuation of exercise therapy. For this reason, exercise programs under supervision of a physiotherapist (PT) are considered beneficial. A Cochrane review by Bendemacher et al showed that supervised exercise therapy (SET) was superior to an unsupervised exercise program. The maximum walking distance increased by an additional 150 meters in patients treated with SET compared to those involved in unsupervised exercise programs.

In a cohort study, community-based SET appeared to be as effective as hospital-based SET. Compared to outpatient hospital-based SET, community-based SET has the advantage of providing a larger capacity of care, and in most cases, being feasibly close to the patient’s home environment with reduced transport costs. With this body of evidence, it is clear that SET should be offered to all patients with IC.

Problem statement
In The Netherlands, there are several reasons why a structured SET program is not offered to all patients with IC.

Outdated guidelines for referring physicians
In The Netherlands, the diagnosis of IC is determined by a general practitioner or a vascular surgeon. In all cases, the general practitioner (GP) has to initiate cardiovascular risk management according to the 2011 Dutch multidisciplinary guideline “Cardiovascular Risk Management.” Both general practitioners and vascular surgeons are expected to start conservative symptomatic treatment for patients with IC, according to contemporary international guidelines for PAOD. However, the guidelines of the Dutch Association of General Practitioners and Dutch Society for Vascular Surgery are in an urgent need of updating, since SET is not advocated as initial treatment for patients with IC.

Outdated arguments for not referring a patient to a SET program
A quarter of new patients with IC seen by a vascular surgeon do not receive SET, as recently described in a national survey. The referral rate of GPs is unknown, although it is most probably low, given the small impact IC has on the general practice of a GP.

Vascular surgeons who do refer to SET (75.4%) mentioned arguments why not to refer patients to SET in certain cases, including: existing significant cardiopulmonary comorbidity; an aortoiliac stenosis or occlusion causing IC; and limited availability of sufficiently specialized PTs. Nevertheless, only the limited availability of PTs seems to be a valid argument. According to current literature, the other arguments mentioned appear to be outdated.

Furthermore, in case of severe or invalidating IC, invasive vascular interventions are often performed without first awaiting the effects of a structured SET program. If a better infrastructure of specialized PTs existed, more patients would be able to receive SET from the onset of their condition.

Referred to whom?
Once indications and referrals for SET are properly established, the next question is: To whom should
the patient be referred? The more than 22,000 PTs in The Netherlands should make it possible to provide SET according to the Royal Dutch Society for Physical Therapy guideline. However, the majority of these PTs are not adequately schooled in providing SET and do not have sufficient experience to provide this form of therapy. Patients with IC suffer from a variety of comorbidities and modifiable lifestyle factors, potentially generating suboptimal results if these aspects are not addressed appropriately. When adequately trained, PTs should ideally be able to perform individual training, recognize alarm symptoms (so-called red and yellow flags) and even provide lifestyle counseling or monitor medication adherence. Volume criteria could have an influence on patient outcomes, since in general, more experience leads to better results. In order to achieve these better patient outcomes, differentiation in the field of physical therapy is needed.

Misguided financial incentives
Not least of the problems is the fact that the Dutch health care system does not stimulate use of conservative treatment for patients with IC, while invasive vascular interventions are fully compensated. The Dutch government determines the scope of coverage for basic health care and health insurers are obligated to accept people for this insurance without any selection. For additional coverage to the basic health insurance package, voluntary additional health care insurance can be acquired. Health insurers can determine the content and prices for their additional packages and can refuse acceptance for additional coverage for high-risk patients.

In this system, services provided by the GP or vascular surgeon, such as cardiovascular risk management or invasive vascular interventions, are fully compensated by basic health care insurance. However, for physiotherapy, the first 20 treatment sessions of SET (for IC) are not covered by basic health care insurance and have to be paid by the patient himself or by additional insurance (since January 1, 2012). All further treatment sessions, for a total of 1 year, are covered by basic health care insurance. Therefore, in some cases, patients with IC have a financially driven interest to be treated by vascular surgeons who deliver invasive vascular interventions (for instance angioplasty or bypass surgery), in disregard of the associated risk of morbidity (<0.5%–10%) and even mortality (2%–3% for bypass surgery).

To tackle some of the aforementioned shortcomings, the ClaudicatioNet concept was developed and launched in The Netherlands in 2011.

Description of care intervention: ClaudicatioNet
The goal of the ClaudicatioNet program is to improve the quality of care for patients with IC by creating connectivity and collaboration between the various players (including the patient) within the Dutch health care system. In general, by initiating regional care networks, ClaudicatioNet aims to enhance the access, continuity and (cost) efficiency of the health care system. Furthermore, it aims to improve patient responsibility, patient satisfaction, and quality of life for all patients with PAOD in The Netherlands.

Initiation of the ClaudicatioNet concept
The EXITPAD trial provided level Ib evidence to support supervision in conjunction with exercise therapy for patients with IC. The concept of ClaudicatioNet is based on the methods and results of this trial. In particular, many logistical efforts to make this trial possible provided useful knowledge for the initiation of the ClaudicatioNet concept. For the implementation period, an administration and monitoring office became available after an initiation grant from the Innovation Fund of the Joint Dutch Healthcare Insurers. During the implementation, ClaudicatioNet shall initiate a cost-effectiveness analysis, which should provide the basis for acquiring structural financial support.

ClaudicatioNet started in 2011 to initiate regional care networks between specially trained PTs, central caregivers, and vascular surgeons. After initiation of a network, general practitioners are able to use the network’s infrastructure. In regional networks, transparent, synergistic, and multidisciplinary care has to be provided, based on the guidelines of cardiovascular risk management, SET, and the Innovative Care for Chronic Conditions framework of the World Health Organization. In addition to these evidence-based guidelines, the Dutch Health Care Inspectorate has developed (on behalf of the Ministry of Health, Welfare, and Sport) a set of mandatory key performance indicators. To meet these indicators, hospitals need to have a network of trained PTs capable of providing SET for patients with IC by 2012.

The goal of ClaudicatioNet is to initiate the establishment of regional networks throughout The Netherlands in a 3-year time period (January 2011–December 2013). Since every network requires a 3- to 4-year period to expand to the desired level, full nationwide implementation should be achieved by 2016. The Dutch Society for Vascular Surgery, the Royal Dutch Society for Physical Therapy, and the Dutch Patient Association for Heart and Vascular Diseases (De Hart-en Vaatgroep) currently support ClaudicatioNet.
With these partners, broad backing is in place to successfully implement this integrated care concept.

**Creation of care chains**

Ideally, the care for PAOD patients is initiated by general practitioners and provided by health care professionals connected within horizontal primary care chains. In The Netherlands, there are successfully operating and well-equipped primary care chains for diabetes and COPD that have proven to be able to deliver care to conform to national guidelines and care standards. However, at this moment, most GPs do not participate in structured programs focusing on vascular risk management and do not take a leading or supervising role in the management of IC. There is an urgent need to solve this problem, since a well-organized SET program is stated in all contemporary guidelines and is listed as a key performance indicator by governmental bodies. To overcome the present care gap for patients with IC, a feasible and realistic solution had to be found. At this moment, most patients are referred for SET by the 163 certified and practicing vascular surgeons in The Netherlands. The majority of these surgeons are motivated to contribute to the establishment of the ClaudicatioNet concept.

Therefore, regional networks were chosen for establishment amongst vascular surgeons, central caregivers, and PTs. After initiation, GPs will be able to use the network’s infrastructure. Further integration with three Dutch primary care health clusters (De Ondernemende Huisarts [DOH], PoZoB, Stichting Gezondheidscentra Eindhoven [SGE]) is being explored in a region of the country where there is sufficient experience in setting up health care chains.

Both referring physicians and PTs will benefit from participation in ClaudicatioNet. For referring physicians, an infrastructure for care delivery with the use of specialized PTs becomes available. By only referring patients to PTs connected to ClaudicatioNet, vascular surgeons, general practitioners, and health care insurers are guaranteed transparent and standardized high quality treatment for each patient. For vascular surgeons, a regional network is enrolled by ClaudicatioNet, which complies with the mandatory key performance indicator established by the Dutch Health Care Inspectorate.

For PTs, ClaudicatioNet will provide a trajectory of specialization in PAOD. This trajectory could be complementary to existing PT specializations in the field of chronic illness or cardiopulmonary rehabilitation. Because of the growing need for differentiation in the field of physical therapy, participation will be a strategic choice for each individual PT or group practice. Furthermore, it is expected that the number of referrals per PT will increase significantly, since only a proportion of all available PTs will participate in ClaudicatioNet and only these PTs will receive referrals. However, each PT has to make an economic trade-off between the potential profit and required investments derived from the mandatory participation criteria. How many referrals will lead to an acceptable profit giving the necessary investments is yet uncertain. The answer pertaining to the viability of the business model of the program for primary care PTs is important with regard to the incentive to prolong future participation. Supply and demand of SET will evolve and reach equilibrium over time.

**Improving integrated care pathways using the chronic care model**

The structure of and working method for ClaudicatioNet is based on the internationally (World Health Organization) accepted chronic care model that provides an evidence-based, conceptual framework to improve the functional and clinical outcomes for people with chronic illness. The chronic care model describes interacting system components, which are important for providing good chronic illness care: self-management support, delivery system design, decision support, and clinical information systems (Figure 1).

ClaudicatioNet bridges the gap between the various health care professionals (eg, GPs and their practice assistants, vascular surgeons, specialized nurses in vascular surgery, and PTs). Together they are able to provide the best standards of practice. Patients play a pivotal role in the care given. Specific information, treatment goals, and obtained results need to be
communicated to the patient. Many more treatment goals (lifestyle counseling, monitoring of medication adherence) should ideally be reiterated and explained by all involved caregivers. However, the risk of health related information fatigue must be avoided. All of these elements indicate the need for an integrated care approach. The chronic care model is used as a framework to improve the integrated care pathways and the quality of care provided by all health care professionals (Figure 2).

Patients
Patients are centrally placed in the care structure of the ClaudicatioNet concept, in which patient self-management is essential for optimal patient outcomes. Health care professionals need to support and facilitate self-management and patient empowerment. In general, patients with IC have a low level of physical activity, and in the majority of cases, favor an unhealthy lifestyle (smoking, poor diet, lack of movement).

An essential part of a successful SET program is self-initiated exercise between supervised training sessions.

In addition to the provided services of the involved health care professionals, ClaudicatioNet will provide supporting patient information through an interactive patient web portal. With the aid of this web portal, patients are directed to background information regarding their disease, SET, and/or lifestyle influences. Patients will be able to find a specialized ClaudicatioNet PT in the online care finder and after initiation of SET, patients will have the ability to monitor their own progress (based on individual data within the ClaudicatioNet database) in a user-friendly dashboard.

Automatic reminders and the use of the interactive mobile application “WalkMate” should increase patient self-management adherence. With this application, it will be possible for patients to find, meet, and train with other patients.

To evaluate the treatment provided by all the health care professionals, patients are asked to provide feedback on the number of treatment sessions, treatment protocol, facilities, and expertise of the individual health care professionals. Special attention will be paid to whether a patient receives training by a specialized PT.

General practitioners and vascular surgeons
General practitioners and vascular surgeons are the first caregivers to confront a patient with a diagnosis of IC, and thus, have the responsibility to diagnose compounding cardiovascular risk factors and attributing lifestyle factors. Ideally, GP’s diagnose IC and initiate cardiovascular risk management while vascular surgeons determine if vascular intervention is necessary. The guideline from the Dutch General Practitioners Society leaves the option for referral to a vascular surgeon in case of doubt or the lack of available resources to perform an ABI (ankle-brachial index). In these cases, a vascular surgeon initiates or advises first-line treatment. After the diagnosis is made and the treatment is indicated, each patient should be individually designated to a central caregiver who will coordinate the patient's essential care. Ideally, this takes place in the primary care setting.

ClaudicatioNet necessitates that vascular surgeons only refer patients to a specialized ClaudicatioNet PT. Patients will be asked to provide feedback regarding the quality of care provided by the health care professional. Also, the number and origin of referrals will be monitored in the national ClaudicatioNet database and can, with the cooperation of health care insurers, be compared with the total number of patients with IC.

Figure 2 Integrated care pathways.
Abbreviations: CVRM, cardiovascular risk management; GP, general practitioner; PACOD, peripheral arterial occlusive disease; PT, physiotherapist.
Central caregiver

Central caregivers (GP practice assistants or specialized vascular surgery nurses) play a major role in providing patient-tailored management and coordinating the care provided by all involved caregivers. In an ongoing relationship with the patient, central caregivers provide integrated information regarding the patient’s condition, prognosis, influencing factors, and treatment progress. Patients need to be supported in order to improve the management of their condition. Preferably, it is the patient and his or her central caregiver who select a ClaudicatioNet PT. The central caregiver is responsible for the content and the process of the care given. He or she is financially supported by the GP’s practice or vascular surgery department in order to provide structure and follow-up according to the second component of the chronic care model.

In addition to these tasks, central caregivers provide lifestyle advice, monitor therapy adherence, and initiate contact with the GP or vascular surgeon in case of deterioration of the patient's condition. Therefore, a central caregiver needs to work in close collaboration with all participating PTs in the regional network. In order to improve the system design, ClaudicatioNet has developed standardized SET referral forms and patient leaflets with information regarding the interactive patient web portal. Central caregivers will be able to monitor the progress of their patients with a user-friendly web-based dashboard connected to the ClaudicatioNet database.

Physiotherapists

PTs participating in ClaudicatioNet perform standardized and evidence-based SET, perform lifestyle interventions (eg, smoking cessation, dietary advice) and regularly (2–4 times a year) assess medication adherence – all in close collaboration with the central caregiver. Prior to participating in a regional ClaudicatioNet network, PTs must meet the set inclusion criteria (Table 1).

Prior to launching a regional network, a certified schooling program on “Intermittent Claudication,” is provided by ClaudicatioNet for all aspiring PTs. In this program, special attention is paid to assessment of medication adherence and the standardized supervised exercise therapy protocol of the Royal Dutch Society for Physical Therapy.21

After acceptance, a PT is included in ClaudicatioNet’s online care-finder, which ideally should lead to an increase in the number of referrals. In a 3-year, step-wise program, PTs need to comply with increasing quality standards to ensure continued participation and referrals (Table 2). One additional year can be spent if the requirements of any given step in the specialization process cannot be met. This results in a total requirement of 4 years to obtain full specialization.

In the process of specialization, all PTs should stimulate lifestyle changes (smoking cessation, weight loss, increasing physical activity) during the treatment process of each patient while central caregivers should provide lifestyle advice and monitor the effects of the combined efforts. Patients with cardiovascular disease often need to change multiple behaviors; therefore, it is important to assess which behavior is most important for the patient to change. Motivational interviewing (MI) is a client-centered, directive method for enhancing intrinsic motivation to behavior change by exploring and resolving ambivalence.22 It is a dynamic and interactive process where there is reciprocity between the patient and the counselor.

In a meta-analysis of 72 RCTs, MI effectively helped patients change their lifestyle and outperform traditional advice in approximately 80% of all studies.23 MI can be effective in brief encounters of only 15 minutes and more than one encounter increases the likelihood of an effect in behavior change. This effect was not related to the counselor’s educational background, although it would be reasonable to speculate that training and experience could influence effectiveness. Given their frequent contact with patients (three times a week for at least 3 months), PTs are, in this concept, the ideal counselors to initiate a lifestyle intervention. For this reason, all participating ClaudicatioNet PTs are schooled with a certified 3-day Motivational Interviewing (MI) course. ClaudicatioNet will provide such a program and other existing MI courses will be evaluated and certified.

After meeting the final criteria, PTs must update their knowledge by attending the annual ClaudicatioNet congress once every 2 years and participating in lifelong learning activities through relevant schooling (15 dedicated study hours/year).

ClaudicatioNet provides an “ask the expert” module, if a PT is confronted with a complex situation in his or her daily practice. This module is part of the ClaudicatioNet

Table 1 Inclusion criteria for aspiring PTs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria for aspiring PTs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Completed the course “Intermittent Claudication,” certified by the Royal Dutch Society for Physical Therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Owns or works at a well-equipped practice with a treadmill (with inclinometer), bicycle ergometer, reanimation protocol, automatic electronic defibrillator, and internet connection, and which has an established program of yearly equipment maintenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Broadly oriented PT who recognizes, reports, and acts on other limitations (like COPD, arthritis, gait) that influence the patient’s progress.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; PT, physiotherapist.
Table 2 Participation criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th>Step 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard care:</strong> delivers transparent care according to protocol, provides feedback to vascular surgeon, and has adequate patient administration.</td>
<td><strong>Practice visitation:</strong> complies with quality indicators on transparency and quality of care, organization of practice, portfolio, and patient administration.</td>
<td><strong>Patient follow-up system:</strong> works in the third year with a patient follow-up system that supplies data to the national ClaudicatioNet database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schooling:</strong> attends continuous medical education on peripheral arterial disease or concomitant disease. In total, 15 credits should be obtained each year. The ClaudicatioNet congress is mandatory every 2 years.</td>
<td><strong>Schooling:</strong> attends continuous medical education on peripheral arterial disease or concomitant disease. In total, 15 credits should be obtained each year. The ClaudicatioNet congress is mandatory every 2 years.</td>
<td><strong>Schooling:</strong> attends continuous medical education on peripheral arterial disease or concomitant disease. In total, 15 credits should be obtained each year. The ClaudicatioNet congress is mandatory every 2 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Progress:</strong> completes an electronic inquiry of all results and number of patients.</td>
<td><strong>Portfolio:</strong> provides an updated personal portfolio for web use (care-finder module).</td>
<td><strong>Course:</strong> completes the course &quot;Motivational Interviewing&quot; and is able to perform lifestyle intervention for each patient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Once ClaudicatioNet is operating nationwide, more patients with symptomatic PAOD, if not all, will benefit from standardized SET. This will lead to a reduced need for vascular interventions (percutaneous angioplasties or peripheral bypass operations). Morbidity and mortality due to these preventive interventions will cease to exist, resulting in substantial improvement in the health of the PAOD population. Prevention of costly interventions will also lead to a reduction in overall health costs. The promotion of lifestyle activities by different caregivers as well as structured, supervised, and self-initiated health-stimulating exercise therapy will also have beneficial effects on the general health of patients. This, in turn, is likely to lead to reduced complications from existing comorbidities.

Health care insurers support this innovative concept and are willing to participate. A decline in the total number of vascular interventions has already been noted after the successful implementation of the first regional integrated care networks for IC. In the upcoming years, the number of patients admitted to ClaudicatioNet PTs will be compared to historical data and to the total number of vascular interventions. Patient outcomes will be gathered in the ClaudicatioNet database and compared to existing data. It is through these means that the success of ClaudicatioNet will be determined. In our opinion, the existence of a central caregiver as an easily accessible contact person within the first regional network has already improved patient communication and interaction between health care providers.
Success of ClaudicatioNet is, however, dependent upon several factors. Vascular surgeons and GPs will need to refer patients with IC to PTs connected with ClaudicatioNet. Because ClaudicatioNet offers transparency of care with logistic support (referral packages, standardized feedback), ClaudicatioNet participation has evident advantages. Also, the mandatory key performance indicators of SET will help secure the collaboration of vascular surgeons and ClaudicatioNet in launching a regional network. As previously mentioned, SET is not recommended in the current guidelines of the Dutch General Practitioners Society and Dutch Society for Vascular Surgery. Given the evidence provided in the current literature, adjustment of these guidelines is urgently needed to ensure the best possible care for all patients with IC.

Another critical success factor is nationwide coverage. To achieve this goal, a sufficient number of PTs will need to participate. Given the number of referrals and the supply and demand dynamics in each regional network, the volume of patients will determine the economic trade-off for the individual PT. When a PT chooses not to participate in ClaudicatioNet, more referrals are divided among the remaining PTs. ClaudicatioNet will not actively interfere with the geographic distribution of participating PTs. In the near future, supply and demand of SET will evolve and eventually create a balance within the market. In a worst-case scenario, regional coverage may not be fully achieved in some areas. Should this situation arise, ClaudicatioNet will subsequently try to recruit PTs to those specific areas.

Monitoring, updating, and increasing the quality of ClaudicatioNet PTs will be a substantial task in the upcoming years and also an essential success factor. Participating PTs need to comply with a greater number of quality standards compared to nonparticipating PTs. It is necessary, in our opinion, to reward those PTs who provide excellent care according to the established quality standards. Compensation should be linear to the quality provided and, over time, health care insurers should compensate only the PTs who deliver excellent care standards. To accomplish this goal, health care insurers need to play a specific role in collaboration with ClaudicatioNet.

Another topic of discussion is financial compensation for patients. In our opinion, every patient admitted to ClaudicatioNet should be fully compensated for the conservative treatment program by the mandatory Dutch basic health care insurance. In the current Dutch health care system, patients who undergo a percutaneous vascular intervention or bypass surgery are fully compensated, in contrast to SET, for which financial contribution by the patient is still compulsory. To advocate this, we will argue for a system in which superior care is fully compensated compared to less-superior care. It is our objective to convince the Health Care Insurance Board (CVZ) of this necessity.

Future research should assess if the ClaudicatioNet concept is an effective approach for critical limb ischemia patients who have undergone a percutaneous vascular intervention or peripheral bypass surgery. The initiation of a cost-effectiveness study of the ClaudicatioNet concept for treatment of IC will be the next step in determining the scope of efficiency.

Conclusion
In The Netherlands, evidence-based conservative treatment is not offered to all patients with IC. ClaudicatioNet was launched to improve the quality of care, access, continuity, and (cost) efficiency of the health care system. The chronic care model provides a conceptual framework of the structure and working method of ClaudicatioNet. With this care intervention, integrated care pathways should be improved in the upcoming years, resulting in optimal quality of care for all patients with IC.
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